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Scope

Interactions are ubiquitous in nature and, to a large degree, shape the evolution of biological diversity. As a key example in many ecosystems, plants interact with a range of partners, ranging from mutualistic microbes, pollinators, and seed dispersers, to antagonistic herbivores and pathogens. A range of different traits, such as flowers, fruits and their signals, or the multitude of defence traits plants use to contain their enemies, are of key importance in these interactions.

Selection is a key process because it links extrinsic (ecological) factors that drive evolutionary change to the intrinsic (genetic) factors that ultimately define evolutionary trajectories. Mechanisms causing selection in nature are little understood and usually treated as a 'black box' in field studies. Selection in nature is almost universally shaped by a network of interacting organisms.

This diversity of interactions has only relatively recently been given appropriate consideration, in the form of network studies that observe and characterise the networks formed by interacting organisms in nature. Combining network studies with selection analysis and other evolutionary tools forms a sort of missing link between ecology and evolution; understanding how networks shape selection is an exciting prospect because it will make selection more predictable in nature, and close a major gap in our understanding of how ecology drives evolution.

Format

The symposium will take place over four days at the University of Zürich, in Zürich, Switzerland. There will be dedicated time for discussions, poster presentations, selected talks, a conference dinner and a field trip.
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The New Phytologist Trust is a non-profit-making organisation dedicated to the promotion of plant science.
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